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This brief is part of a series addressing 
the challenges a jurisdiction can expect 
to encounter when developing alternative 
response systems. In each brief, we 
describe a particular systemic challenge, 
and explore potential solutions.

1

Top Takeaways

Determining hours of operation is among the 
most critical choices when establishing an 
alternative response program.

Although providing alternative response 24/7 
may add to your costs, the advantages are 
significant: a full transition of responsibilities 
from the police, and clear expectations  
and duties for both service providers and 
service recipients.

There are several strategies that can help 
mitigate costs and enhance efficiency.  
These include:

• Using the same alternative responders to 
address several types of issues

• Adjusting alternative response in light of 
hourly patterns of service demand

• Regionalizing alternative response services

• Scaling up alternative response programs 
over time

• Defining true emergencies more narrowly
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What Is The Problem?

Because police are among the few 
government actors available 24/7, they 
often are called upon and expected to 
address demands for help around-the-
clock. This includes many demands for 
which they are not trained or well-suited. 
The constant availability of the police 
is a big reason they have become our 
de facto all-purpose responders to just 
about everything other than fire and 
medical emergencies.

As you consider an alternative response strategy 
for your jurisdiction, determining hours of operation 
will be among your first and most critical choices. 
Although there are significant challenges associated 
with piloting a new 24/7 service, anything less is likely 
to leave the police in their default responder role 
and undercut efforts to reimagine public safety.

Here we explore the ins and outs of responder 
availability and offer suggestions for making your 
program as successful and cost-effective as possible.

24/7 Service Impediment: Resources

Before delving into the advantages 
of round-the-clock availability, let’s 
address the elephant in the room: 24/7 
alternatives can be expensive.

To maintain a single responder at all times, 
accounting for multiple shifts, weekends, time-
off, and supervision, you typically must hire four 
to five employees. Furthermore, you may need to 
offer enhanced compensation to recruit and retain 

responders for non-traditional work hours.1 If your 
jurisdiction is geographically large and/or low in 
population density, then you may incur still higher 
costs to ensure reasonable response times.

Some of these new expenses might be offset by 
potential savings produced by no longer needing to 
cover costs associated with traditional public safety 
responses (e.g., uniformed officers, ambulance 
transports, etc.). Traditional police responses are 
costly. For example, in 2019 the White Bird Clinic – 
which operates the widely cited CAHOOTS program 
in Eugene, Oregon – stated that its responders saved 
the city $14 million in emergency system costs, 
such as ambulance rides and hospital admissions.2 
Relatedly, long-term savings may be realized by 
reducing residents’ involvement with the criminal 
justice and social services systems. 

But, at least in the short-term, it is realistic to expect 
that a new 24/7 alternative response program 
will entail a net increase in costs. And ultimately, 
investments in critical infrastructure may be 
necessary to create a fully effective crisis response 
continuum. For example, New York City invested $90 
million to build two new facilities to receive incoming 
behavioral health patients.3

We recognize that budgeting and paying for 
alternative response will be top of mind for most 
jurisdictions interested in this work. 

1 Scism, R. M. (2017). Human Fatigue in 24/7 Operations: Law enforcement 
considerations and strategies for improved performance. Missouri State 
Highway Patrol Research and Development Division. Retrieved from https://www.
policechiefmagazine.org/human-fatigue-in-247-operations/.  (“Conservative 
estimates indicate operational costs of approximately $10,000 more per 
employee, per year, for those engaged in shift work during nonconventional work 
hours.”).

2 Crisis Assisting Out On The Streets (CAHOOTS) Media Guide. 
(2020). White Bird Clinic. https://whitebirdclinic.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/CAHOOTS-Media-Guide-20200624.pdf

3 Wachino, R. F. A. V. (2022). Building a sustainable behavioral 
health crisis continuum. Brookings. https://www.brookings.edu/
blog/usc-brookings-schaeffer-on-health-policy/2022/01/06/
building-a-sustainable-behavioral-health-crisis-continuum/

https://www.safetyreimagined.org/designing-a-reimagined-system/financing-alternative-response
https://www.safetyreimagined.org/designing-a-reimagined-system/financing-alternative-response
https://www.policechiefmagazine.org/human-fatigue-in-247-operations/
https://www.policechiefmagazine.org/human-fatigue-in-247-operations/
https://whitebirdclinic.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/CAHOOTS-Media-Guide-20200624.pdf
https://whitebirdclinic.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/CAHOOTS-Media-Guide-20200624.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/usc-brookings-schaeffer-on-health-policy/2022/01/06/building-a-sustainable-behavioral-health-crisis-continuum/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/usc-brookings-schaeffer-on-health-policy/2022/01/06/building-a-sustainable-behavioral-health-crisis-continuum/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/usc-brookings-schaeffer-on-health-policy/2022/01/06/building-a-sustainable-behavioral-health-crisis-continuum/
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Advantages of New 24/7 Responses

Even in acknowledging funding issues, the 
advantages of 24/7 response capacity are 
compelling and likely justify the additional allocation 
of resources. These advantages include:

1. Full transition of responsibilities. When police are 
relieved of certain service responsibilities, they 
can turn their focus, time, and energy to their core 
public safety duties. By contrast, without 24/7 
availability for an alternative response system, 
police likely will remain positioned as a back-up, 
or even default, responder. Ironically, this may 
be when concerns of crime and violence are at 
their height (e.g., nights, weekends, and holidays). 
In addition, even during the hours alternative 
programs do operate, call takers, dispatchers, 
residents, officers, and other public safety 
practitioners may continue to expect, request, or 
assign a police response. 

2. Clarity and consistency.  24/7 capacity 
provides clarity about roles and responsibilities.  
Community members will understand what to 
expect in response to calls for service.  Public 
safety agencies will avoid confusion and 
resulting gaps in service delivery. Call takers and 
dispatchers, who already manage a complex and 
heavy workload, will be able to utilize alternative 
response reliably and consistently, without 
navigating a patchwork timetable. One of the 
complaints we have heard in jurisdictions with 
part-time alternative response is confusion about 
who should be or will be responding to calls.

How to Mitigate 24/7  
Response Challenges

If funding is the primary obstacle to 24/7 alternative 
response, then we suggest the following strategies 
for controlling costs and achieving efficiencies:

AGGREGATE CALLS BY RESPONDER SKILLSET 
AND/OR ISSUE AREA

Creating a separate, standalone, 24/7 response for 
each distinct type of 911 call (e.g., a 24/7 response 
for vandalism, another for welfare checks, another 
for mental health crisis response, etc.) is likely to be 
highly cost prohibitive. You might realize an economy 
of scale by combining response capabilities. 

Many 911 call types share similar characteristics 
that require related professional skillsets. Take, for 
example, the following community issues:

• Noise complaints

• Disputes

• Disturbances

• Animal complaints

• Trespassing and loitering

Although each is a distinct problem, all likely would 
benefit from a responder trained in mediation and 
conflict resolution.  

To cite another example, calls related to mental 
health crises, welfare checks, or substance misuse all 
could be served by responders with social service or 
therapeutic skillsets.

In short, aggregating along attributes like these 
may minimize the total number of specialized first 
responder teams necessary to handle a wide range 
of community problems. 
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For example, in one large U.S. city, welfare checks 
peak between 9:00am – 10:00pm. With data like this, 
you might decide to staff non-police responders 
during these peak hours, with police perhaps 
handling the smaller number of problems that arise 
outside the normal call pattern. 

This is the technique Denver used to structure its 
Support Team Assisted Response (STAR) program – 
though it responds to behavioral health, homelessness, 
and substance use issues instead of noise complaints. 
STAR responders are available for dispatch 7-days a 
week between 6:00am – 10:00pm, when call volumes 
for these community issues are highest. 

REGIONALIZE ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES

If your community’s needs and expectations 
are similar to those of nearby jurisdictions, then 
regionalizing an alternative response program as a 
shared service could achieve economies of scale. 

One example is the Police Social Worker Program in 
McHenry County, Illinois. Launched in June 2022, it 
encompasses 18 law enforcement agencies that have 
partnered to incorporate social work professionals 
in responding to mental health crises. At least 
one social worker is available 24/7 to assist callers 
over the phone, navigate social service systems 
and resources, and respond to crises in the field 
alongside officers when necessary. 

AGGREGATE BY TIME OF DAY

Even though community problems occur throughout the day, you may observe that certain issues have 
predictable call patterns, which may allow you to align staffing with anticipated community need. 

Figure 1: Welfare check calls for service by time of day over a four-year period in a mid-size U.S. city 

http://placeholder
https://www.denvergov.org/Government/Agencies-Departments-Offices/Agencies-Departments-Offices-Directory/Public-Health-Environment/Community-Behavioral-Health/Behavioral-Health-Strategies/Support-Team-Assisted-Response-STAR-Program
https://www.mchenrysheriff.org/mchenry-county-sheriffs-office-kicks-off-countywide-police-social-work-program/
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Other regionalized approaches leverage existing 
local public health infrastructure, such as the Mental 
Health Center of Greater Manchester’s Mobile 
Crisis Response Team (MCRT), which services 
residents in the southern region of New Hampshire 
across 8 cities.4 Launched in 2015, MCRT responds 
to calls from medical providers, schools, police, 
and individuals seeking support to provide crisis 
stabilization and services for mental health or 
substance use issues.5

SCALE MODELS OVER TIME

Several communities that currently operate 
alternative response models initially launched 
smaller pilot efforts prior to adding additional units 
or expanding services across an entire jurisdiction. 
Launching with a pilot gives alternative responder 
teams time to adapt to their new role within the 
public safety landscape, prove the effectiveness of 
their work, and allow for other practitioners within 
the space – such as call takers, dispatchers, and 
officers – to understand and trust new programs. 

One way to scale models efficiently over time is to 
pilot strategies in parts of the city with high incident 
rates for the specific issue that an alternative 
response will address. For example, if alternative 
teams are dispatched to welfare checks, mental or 
behavioral health crises, and other social services 
issues, neighborhoods experiencing high incident 
rates for these issues may most benefit from new 
alternatives. In 2020, San Francisco’s Street Crisis 
Response Teams (SCRT) launched in this manner, 
initially piloting one van (paramedic, behavioral 
health clinician, and peer specialist) in the Tenderloin 
neighborhood.6 SCRT now operates 7 vans that serve 
the full city.

4 MCRT is active the following cities in New Hampshire: 
Auburn, Bedford, Candia, Goffstown, Hooksett, Londonderry, 
Manchester, and New Boston.

5 NH mobile crisis teams help prevent ER visits. (n.d.). EMS1. 
Retrieved September 21, 2022, from https://www.ems1.com/
mental-health/articles/nh-mobile-crisis-teams-help-prevent-er-
visits-ohvdHcoDLNGEl1n4/

6 Street Crisis Response Team Pilot Final Report. (2022). City 
of San Francisco.

Piloting an initiative also can generate public 
buy-in and motivate policymakers and officials to 
assign long-term funding to programs that have 
demonstrated efficacy. For example, in 2020 Denver 
launched the Support Team Assisted Response 
(STAR) pilot with only one van serving limited parts 
of the city. By February of 2022, the city council was 
ready to approve 5 additional vans with capacity to 
serve the full city.7

    
DEFINE TRUE EMERGENCIES – AND DIVERT 
NON-EMERGENT ISSUES TO ALIGNED 
RESOURCES

Many 911 calls involve serious, life-threatening 
emergencies that require an immediate, rapid 
response. But many others do not. It may be that 
only a subset of your community's problems truly 
requires a 24/7 response, and that you can defer 
other issues to traditional hours of business. You 
can best sort out which is which by evaluating the 
urgency and significance of call categories.

For instance, a response to a mental health crisis 
may be sufficiently urgent to require that alternatives 
be available 24/7, whereas calls related to minor 
vandalism may not be as urgent and can be deferred 
to traditional work hours. 

It is important that cities clearly publicize which 
types of community issues are appropriate for 
911, and which should be reported through non-
emergency numbers or with an alternative city or 
state agency. Some jurisdictions provide specific 
guidance for their residents regarding when it is 
and is not appropriate to call 911, such as Frederick 
County, Virginia with its ‘Do’s and Don’ts of 911’. But 
even with alternative numbers, jurisdictions must 
decide the hours during which they will respond.

Additional Resources
Financing Alternative Response

7 Case, A. (2022). Denver council approves $1.4 million to 
expand STAR program. 9news.com. https://www.9news.com/
article/news/local/denver-expand-star-program/73-1e7c587c-
faff-439d-bb53-db6fa2808c2e
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https://www.mhcgm.org/status-update-and-impact-of-new-mobile-crisis-response-team/
https://www.mhcgm.org/status-update-and-impact-of-new-mobile-crisis-response-team/
https://www.mhcgm.org/status-update-and-impact-of-new-mobile-crisis-response-team/
https://www.ems1.com/mental-health/articles/nh-mobile-crisis-teams-help-prevent-er-visits-ohvdHcoDLNGEl1n4/
https://www.ems1.com/mental-health/articles/nh-mobile-crisis-teams-help-prevent-er-visits-ohvdHcoDLNGEl1n4/
https://www.ems1.com/mental-health/articles/nh-mobile-crisis-teams-help-prevent-er-visits-ohvdHcoDLNGEl1n4/
https://www.fcva.us/departments/public-safety-communications/do-s-and-don-ts-of-911
https://www.safetyreimagined.org/designing-a-reimagined-system/financing-alternative-response
http://placeholder
https://www.9news.com/article/news/local/denver-expand-star-program/73-1e7c587c-faff-439d-bb53-db6fa2808c2e
https://www.9news.com/article/news/local/denver-expand-star-program/73-1e7c587c-faff-439d-bb53-db6fa2808c2e
https://www.9news.com/article/news/local/denver-expand-star-program/73-1e7c587c-faff-439d-bb53-db6fa2808c2e
http://safetyreimagined.org

